
Basics of Request Terminology

Glossary

The text uses the word ‘job’ where this glossary uses the word ‘request’.

1.  – arrival time

2.  – departure time

3.  – response time:

4.  – service time: equal to the response time on a very lightly loaded system, but on a more heavily

loaded system it may be necessary to wait while other requests are serviced.

5.  – think time

6.  – number of requests processed

7.  – amount of time in measurement/simulation/model

8.  – arrival rate, number of requests in a unit time interval, could vary with time: .

9.  – mean response time:

10.  – average service time:

11.  – average think time:

12.  – time between requests: .

13.  – average time between requests: .

14.  – throughput: .

15.  – number of requests in the system at : .

16.  – average number of requests in the system: .

17.  – utilization, .

18. – probability that an error occurs, . Because

there are many different ways a task can be performed erroneously, many applications will require
segregating errors by type.
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U total resources used
resources available
---------------------------------------------- U=

P error( ) P error( ) number of tasks with an error
n

----------------------------------------------------------------------=



Note.
In the equations above the approximately equal sign (≈) is used when the result is affected by tasks in the
system before time 0, which terminate during the measurement interval, or by tasks started before the end
of the measurement interval, but not terminated within the measurement interval. In such cases the exact
answer depends on how these tasks are counted, and on what values are used for their arrival and departure
times. In the course we discuss three techniques for evaluating a system.

Measurement. When a system is measured in place it is likely that there will be partially processed tasks
when the measurement begins and incompletely processed tasks when the measurement ends. When a
system is specially prepared and isolated for the measurement task injection software will normally start the
first task at or after the beginning of the measurement interval and will terminate the measurement interval
at or after the departure of the last task. How this is done affects the exact values measured.

Simulation. A simulation is exactly like a prepared measurement. How tasks are started after the beginning
of the simulation, and how the termination is related to the departure of the last task affect the exact values
measured.

Modelling. Modelling is usually performed on an infinite measurement interval, either by evaluating
integrals with infinite limits or by replicating a finite interval an infinite number of times. (Those who have
taken the appropriate applied mathematics course will recognize the difference between discrete and
continuous Fourier transforms.)

The bottom line. Fortunately, as the measurement interval goes to infinity the boundary effects disappear,
and all methods of handling the start and termination converge to the same result. So make your
measurements and simulations long.

Time Sequence

Little’s Law

Each task remains inthe system for exactly its response time, . Thus, the total area under the red

line is

.

A small amount of manipulation gives Little’s Law

.

Utilization

Figure 1: A time line showing requests arriving at the system (arrows below the line), tasks departing from

the system (arrows above the line), and the instantaneous number of tasks in the system,  (red line).
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